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Get Unstuck!

1. Develop Crystal Clear Vision

Crystal clear vision means the ability to see a situation clearly for what it is. This 

may sound straight forward, but that’s not always the case! Sometimes we see 

a situation for how we wish it would be instead of as it is now. To become the 

woman you want to be there are three essential steps to follow:

 

1) See and feel clearly where you’re at now in your life

2) Identify the vision of where you want to be

3) Follow the best path to get there

Seeing and feeling things clearly as they are now helps create the necessary 

desire and motivation to make changes in your life. Fully feeling where you’re 

at, including what is and isn’t working can help ignite your inner fire and 

determination to create the life you want.

Clarity of vision is essential for creating a picture of the dreams you want to 

manifest in your life and the woman you want to be. Whether having a more 

fulfilling and successful career, attracting your true love, or living your purpose, 

the more clear and vivid you make your vision the easier it will be to create a 

map of how to get there.
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Vision gets cloudy with fear, and this can lead to wasted time and energy. Do 

everything you can to feed your vision, to stoke your inner fire of inspiration, 

and to keep yourself energized and focused. If you do so, you will notice your 

commitment will be stronger. Clear vision inherently makes it easier to keep 

your commitment and to make it a reality. 

Just remember that you don’t need to know every detail of your vision before 

you can move forward! Some aspects of your vision will only be revealed when 

you take the next step, and then you can adjust as needed.

“Whatever you can do, or dream you can, begin it. Boldness has genius, magic, 

and power in it.” – Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe

Want your vision to be as clear and powerful as possible? Click here

2.  Notice Obstacles and Stop Self-Sabotaging

“Obstacles can’t stop you. Problems can’t stop you. Most of all, other people can’t 

stop you. Only you can stop you.”  – Jeffrey Gitomer

It’s human nature to unconsciously slow yourself down or allow outside 

circumstances to sidetrack your efforts when trying to make your dreams a reality. 

So don’t let your unconscious habits go unchecked! Avoiding ways you might self-

sabotage and learning tools to move forward is easier than you might think.

http://rhuanrudy.com/work-with-me/
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The obstacles that we run into are both within us and outside of us. Fear, 

disappointment, uncertainty, all of these “uncomfortable” emotions might 

make you want to slow down and question your commitment to your vision. 

This is to be expected! 

When you begin to stretch beyond your comfort zone the natural tendency 

is to contract back to what is comfortable and familiar. When you begin to 

approach the edges of your comfort zone is precisely when self-sabotage likes 

to sneak in.

Human psychology has long taught us that it is impossible to grow beyond 

your beliefs. The only way you can build new beliefs is by making one choice at 

a time and by creating new habits. 

Imagine how powerful it would be if you became an expert at identifying and 

overcoming the ways you sabotage your efforts. Now imagine how creating a 

clear plan to overcome obstacles with more ease could propel your personal 

development to flourish into the woman you want to be.

Want to find out how to create a plan to stop self-sabotaging and achieve your 

dreams with more confidence? Click here

http://rhuanrudy.com/work-with-me/
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3. Realign Your Relationships

“The most powerful relationship you will ever have is the relationship with 

yourself.”  - Steve Maraboli 

You have a relationship with every aspect of your life. Your career, romantic 

relationship (or the relationship you wish you had), health, money, purpose, 

and how you interact with yourself are all different forms of relationships. 

You are at the center of all those relationships.  Therefore, the relationship you 

have with yourself is the most precious because it feeds all other relationships. 

This means that becoming a “better you” is the fastest way to impact and up-

level all the relationships in your life. 

Any goals, dreams or aspirations you want to manifest in your life spring from 

your inner world. Your capacity to have a clear vision, a steady commitment, 

and the passion to make your dreams a reality is greatly impacted by the 

relationship you have with yourself. 

By assessing the rapport you have with each aspect of your life you can 

discover your “flow,” and your “stuck points.”  The stuck points provide a 

valuable opportunity to identify what is contributing to the blocks in your flow.
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It’s essential to start assessing the relationships in your life from the perspective 

of an objective observer, instead of being judgmental! Many women have the 

habit of being hard on themselves. Learning how to notice what is happening 

without any judgment will make the process of reaching any goals, dreams or 

aspirations so much easier and enjoyable. 

By objectively observing your habits instead of judging them, you are 

consciously moving towards a life filled with love and compassionate 

relationships, beginning with the relationship you have with yourself.

Want to create an amazing relationship with yourself and flourish into the woman 

you want to be? Click here

4. Feed Your Flourishing Process

“When you recover or discover something that nourishes your soul and brings joy, 

care enough about yourself to make room for it in your life.” - Jean Shinoda Bolen

Whether you are aware of it or not, you are constantly feeding yourself with 

your emotions and thoughts. It is essential to become aware if your emotions 

and thoughts are nourishing the woman you want to be.

The thoughts you think, how you talk with yourself, the information you consume, 

how you spend your time, and who you spend time with are all ways you feed 

yourself emotionally. 

http://rhuanrudy.com/work-with-me/
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Whatever you focus on grows, and you can use this to your benefit by focusing 

on and feeding what you want to flourish in your life. 

For example, if you have lunch with a good friend and talk about something 

that inspires you then this feeds your hopes and dreams. On the flip side, when 

you focus on the nervousness you feel it only makes it grow. Imagine you 

have an important job interview, you can either choose to focus on the things 

that make you nervous and thus the feeling grows, or you can choose to feel 

grateful for the opportunity.

By reading this report you are feeding your commitment to get unstuck and 

move yourself forward. You are feeding the hope and desire to become the 

woman you want to be and are sending a powerful message to yourself that 

staying where you are is no longer an option. You want more for yourself and 

are going to learn how to make that happen!

To feed your flourishing process, practice being an objective observer of your 

behavior and notice what is nourishing the growth you want to experience. 

At any given moment you can ask yourself, “Would the woman you want to be 

think like that? Would the woman you want to be act like that?” Notice if the 

choices you are making are in alignment with the woman you want to be.

The more you are able to have a nurturing, compassionate, and supportive 

relationship with yourself the easier it will be to create the change you desire. 

All the outer “successes” in the world would not be enough to make you feel 
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happy or fulfilled if you didn’t first feel happy and peaceful within. 

When you’re able to hold yourself with enough love you can access the inner 

strength and courage to propel your growth towards your dreams. 

You will find the courage to take the next step, to keep going, and to not give 

up even when it’s difficult because you love yourself enough to go through the 

discomfort needed to achieve your goals, dreams or aspirations.

Want to feed your flourishing process in a more deliberate way? Click here

5. Ask for Help

“Asking for help does not mean that we are weak or incompetent. It usually 

indicates an advanced level of honesty and intelligence.” - Anne Wilson Schaef

Asking for help is another way to love yourself. Asking for help could mean 

working with a mentor or a coach who can guide you to a faster way to make 

your dreams, goals or aspirations a reality. 

The process always starts with you acknowledging the need for help.  As 

human beings, we can’t fully experience how supported we are unless we 

create the space to receive by first asking for help. If you have been feeling 

stuck ask yourself, “have I been asking for the support that I need?” 

http://rhuanrudy.com/work-with-me/
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Some women feel they should be able to create the changes on their own. 

Albert Einstein said, “No problem can be solved from the same level of 

consciousness that created it.”  One way to look at this is that it often takes an 

outside perspective to identify new pathways for change. 

What you think, feel, and do creates your life experience. To change it you 

either need to elevate your consciousness or work with a professional to help 

you gain a new perspective.

Asking for help from a trusted mentor opens yourself to new ideas to make 

changes more quickly and easily than you would be able to make on your own. 

Otherwise you are likely to continue creating similar circumstances over and 

over again.

Another benefit of asking for help is that you can relax into having a plan and focus 

on the next step instead of trying to figure it all out on your own. It’s much easier 

this way! Your time and energy are precious resources, invest them wisely.  

Don’t waste your time and energy. With a trusted guide that same time and energy 

can be invested in ways that will most effectively help propel your growth. 

Want help to become the woman you want to be? Click here

http://rhuanrudy.com/work-with-me/
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